TEAM BUILDING
*FOCUS *INTUITION *EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE *MOTIVATION *ENGAGEMENT
———————————————————————————————————————
KHRISALLIS COACHING ZONE
offers corporate and exclusive activities for your teams to awaken their potentials.
Workshop: “The Art of Leadership”*
This one day workshop for up to 10 Team members offers the opportunity to enhance their communications skills, their self-confidence, gain a good feeling
for themselves and for the consolidation of the team.
This workshop will include Equine Assisted Coaching* and workshops with golf and music tools insuring a vivid experience and playful time.
RATES per group start from 3600

BGN for a one day workshop/Max 10 participants/Including 2 certified coaches

This workshop can be extended to a
two days workshop including a Team
Profile Assessment/Analyse and a
Company Culture & Talent Assessment.
Those assessments help to optimise
your hiring process and lower your
turnover rate.

For groups above 20 Team members,
workshop can be extended to a twodays experience to ensure a good
standard for each participant. A closing
session with all participants is planned
the last day.

RATES per group start from
7000 BGN for a two day workshop
Max 10 participants
Including 2 certified coaches

7000 BGN for a one day workshop

RATES per group start from
Max 20 participants
Including 2 certified coaches

We offer a lighter version of workshops
as a half day Team Building that
includes:
An introduction to a horse herd and
functioning: “The Power of a Horse
Organisation!” What can we learn
from horses in terms of “Team and
Community”?
“Meet the horse herd” followed by an
exchange of experience with regards to
your team.
RATES per group start from
1800 BGN for a half-day
workshop Max 10 participants
Including 2 certified coaches

* All workshops include a two hours meeting with the Team Management to define a detailed plan and set the targets/goals you wish to achieve for your team.
* Workshops can be tailored according to your team needs and wishes. Ask us for advice and guidance.
* All workshops don’t necessitate any previous experience with horse ridding, golf or music.

LET YOUR TEAM STEP AWAY FROM THEIR DAILY ROUTINE WITH FUN!

+359 87 629 5611
Bansko, Bulgaria

info@khrisallis.com
www.khrisallis.com

